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This is a work of fiction.
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Once upon a time
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There was a boy that had no home
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He roamed the streets all alone
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One day he came across an owl and 
asked him if he had some chow
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Now the owl didn’t care too much 
for kids so he flapped his wings
And shouted Hoo! Hoo! Hoo!
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So the boy ran off in a state of shock
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Then he stopped in front 
of a great big clock
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He asked the clock to 
give him the time
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But the clock just muttered, 
tick tock tick tock
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So off he went until he 
found a tiny little mouse
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Outside a tiny little house
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The boy asked the mouse who 
was eating a chunk of cheese
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Can you spare a nibble 
for me please?
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So the mouse climbed 
up and rang the bell
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When an old man opened 
the door and said
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Come on in and sit for a spell
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I have a fire, I have a wife.
She cooks all day and 

cleans til night
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But all of our children, went away
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So come inside. 
We hope you’ll stay
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We have lots of toys and lots of food
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And apple pie that’s really good
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